
What are CATs?
 The difference between CATs and SATs



Y5 CATs
 Year 5 pupils take their CATs (Cognitive Ability Tests) 

at Meadowside in September.

 These are nationally produced, externally marked but 
not compulsory for schools.



Why we do them at Meadowside
 We choose to do them at Meadowside, as they add to a 

child’s achievement profile, tell us more about their 
underlying learning attitudes and are externally 
marked and analysed for us, producing standardised 
scores.

 Achievement is not just about attainment and tests!



The 4 tests
 They cover:-

 Verbal reasoning (thinking with words)

 non-verbal reasoning (thinking with shapes)

 quantitative reasoning (thinking with numbers)

 spatial reasoning (thinking with shape and space)

 They are designed to be unlike regular tests/tasks 
children will have encountered.
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Quantitative
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Your child’s results

Verbal Quantitative Non-verbal Spatial Overall

114    

Attempted 
26/36

108          

Attempted
20/36

106  

Attempted 
36/36          

124

Attempted
30/36

113



Some key information
 100 is the standardised average

 Standard Age Score for each test is the child’s raw 
score, adjusted for age, and placed on a scale that 
makes a comparison with a nationally representative 
sample

 A score between 90 and 110 is within the average band

 110 – 128 is above average

 128 and above is very high

 The maximum score is 141



Interpreting scores



Interpreting scores
 Look for strengths

 Look for preferred learning styles

 Look for potential

 Look for number of questions attempted

 Am I considering Grammar school?

 Compare overall scores with past pupils



Developing potential
 Practice and speed

 Familiarity

 Problem solving games/apps/booklets

 Independence

 Tutoring
 Unfortunately, we cannot promote individual tutors or recommend them.  

We can put you in touch with parents who have used them in the past.

 We can’t make the decision for you either, and obviously there are no 
guarantees that tutoring will get your child through the test, particularly 
now they have been redesigned to minimise the impact of coaching. 



A few days before Parents Eve...
 Your child’s scores will be sent home, with guidance 

from Meadowside in how to interpret them

 We will include anonymised overall scores for children 
who went on to pass the Grammar School Entrance 
Test in 2017 and 2016, for comparison

 Please don’t book a Parents Evening appointment with 
Miss Thomas but..

 Do come and knock on my door if you have 
unanswered questions! We are here to help!



The Secondary School Process
 Leaflet explains the general process for you

 Visits for open mornings are authorised for all Y5/6 
pupils who request them and are not absences

 Is it too early to start looking now? 

 Have a back-up plan if Grammar School is your first 
option

 Don’t forget girls at Crypt and boys at Barnwood Park



Here at Meadowside...
 What we aim to do is develop a love of learning, 

perseverance, determination and resilience, 
which enables your child to tackle Secondary 
school life (including tests!) with confidence and 
enthusiasm.  This is often commented on by our 
feeder Secondary schools – Year 7s from 
Meadowside are well-prepared, well-rounded 
individuals who contribute to all aspects of their 
new school life!  You can always spot a 
Meadowsider, which is a real compliment!



…and so it begins!


